
Evos® +Weevos®

Where Innovation Comes to Life
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Gyroscopic 
world of play
The shape of play quickly changed with the 
introduction of Evos® for 5- to 12-year-olds and 
Weevos® for 2- to 5-year-olds.

Gyroscopic worlds create an environment where play is possible in every 

direction and dimension. Unexpected, inventive components beg to be 

explored — mentally, physically and through countless new games. While other 

playsystems are linear and scripted, the spherical design of Evos and Weevos 

opens up a fascinating world, unscripted play routes and limitless entry and 

exit points that stimulate kids’ imaginations and senses of adventure. This 

playsystem is so innovative that it is covered by U.S. Patent No. 8,021,240.*

Patent approved design to shape bodies and minds.

Exploring Evos and Weevos is only half the fun. Age-appropriate challenges  

flex kids’ muscles and stretch their imaginations! 

Whether it’s little feet crossing the Weevos Bobbity Bridge® or bigger feet 

maneuvering the Evos Crescent Climber®,                kids learn about cause and effect, 

build problem-solving skills and develop spatial awareness. And the fun 

“grows” on! Where the challenge level of Weevos ends, Evos begins.

At Landscape Structures, we believe that all children deserve places where they 

can explore, create and make friends. Our expert designers can help ensure that 

your design meets ADA requirements. Plus, with accessible safety surfacing, all 

Evos and Weevos components are 100 percent ground-level accessible!

* Steve King et al., 2011, Configurable Multi-Arch Play Systems. Patent No. 8,021,240, 9-20-2011



Evos

•	More	than	30	play	
components	create	
endless	configurations;	
perfect	for	multi-phase	
solutions.

•	With	the	appropriate	
surfacing,	all	Evos		
play	components	are		
100	percent	ground-	
level	accessible.

•	Offers	30	percent	
reduced	carbon	footprint	
compared	to	traditional	
playstructures	for	a	more	
sustainable	option.
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Evos®

Gyroscopic Fun
Evos® attracts kids with its unconventional appearance and endless 

opportunities for unstructured fun. Its ground-to-ground arches allow  

kids of all abilities to join in the fun. And with its unobstructed design,  

Evos enables easier supervision because there are no walls or places for 

children to hide. But most importantly, within its unexpected environment, 

Evos lets kids spontaneously play while building muscle strength, 

endurance and mental agility.

To see kids in action on Evos, go to playlsi.com. Search Keyword: Evos Videos
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Evos® components: endless configurations and fun.
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Bridges

1 PodStomper® Bridge (See Below)
It’s all about balance and  
teamwork on this versatile event.
#156464A

2 Swiggle Stix® Bridge
Improves balance, agility and depth 
perception as kids step from pod 
to pod and shift their body weight.
#156450A

Climbers

3  Belt-Zone™ Climber
The Belt-Zone climber allows 
children's imaginations to soar! This 
unique, suspended climber creates 
a wiggly, fun and wavy adventure 
through the Evos® playsystem.
#179222A

4 O-Zone® Climber
Hanging ring climbers challenge 
kids mentally and physically as 
they figure out the best way to go 
through, over or around.
#156448A

5 Hemisphere Climber®

Challenges kids with limitless 
climbing routes and angles.  
Can also be installed as a 
freestanding play event.
#156447A

6 Helix Net® Climber
This twisty net climber offers 
unexpected challenge and makes  
a cool place to sit, bounce and 
watch the action.
#156449A 

7 BalanceWinder™ Climber
Kids develop balance and agility 
as they counterbalance their body 
weight against gravity.
#160252A

8 RingTangle® Climber
A tangle of loops keeps kids 
thinking as they climb on top, or 
cross hand-over-hand underneath.
#156462A

9 Web Link® Climber
A way to connect  
two Evos playsystems  
for endless action.
#156912A

10 Crescent Climber®

Kids experience the excitement 
of a rope challenge course in this 
creative climber.
#156461A

Overhead Events

11 Overhead Explorer™ Parallel Bar
The overhead bar has a high,  
sweeping arc for a challenging 
hand-over-hand journey.
#160253A

12 Overhead Trekker™ Ladder
The cool, flowy arc helps kids  
build upper-body strength and 
hand-over-hand coordination.
#160254A

13 ArcOver® Ladder
As the climbing angle increases,  
so does the challenge.
#156457A

14 Bow Ladder®

Curved overhead ladder builds 
upper-body strength and 
coordination. A fun way to connect 
two Evos playsystems.
#156463A

1
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Gliders/Slides

1 Hang Glider® (See Below)
Kids can shimmy up, slide down 
and swing through this wavy 
combo event.
#156465A

2  Rush™ Slide
An exhilarating ride with an 
integrated hood and platform  
for a safe transition.
#182865A

3  Surf Slide
Designed especially for Evos®, 
features unique design and slip 
resistant deck surface.
#182180A

4  Surf Stainless Steel Slide
A highly durable slide that  
does not emit a static charge. 
#182181A

More Fun

5 Noodle Pod® Steps
Great for connecting Evos play 
events or just hanging out.
#156959A-C

6 E-Pod® Step
Attaches to Evos arches to  
help kids gain access to various 
play components.
#156454A

7 Blender™ Spinner
Kids experience the power 
of centrifugal force while the 
playground spins by.
#156460A

8 Gyro Twister® Spinner
Kids learn about centrifugal  
force and how their body position 
affects speed.
#156459A

9 Power Lifter™ Chinning Bar
Kids build upper-body strength  
on this unusual, arched bar.
#160208A

10 TwirlWind™ Turning Bar
Kids develop core muscle  
strength and coordination with  
this wavy add-on.
#160210A

11 Accessible Power Lifter  
Chinning Bar
Kids of all abilities can participate 
and develop upper-body strength.
#160209A

12 Trail Tracker® Reach Panel
Features a different maze on 
each side for double the usability 
and fun.
#161778A

13 Chimes Reach Panel
Kids of all abilities can make their 
own music.
#161777A

14 Navigator Reach Panel
Features a steering wheel and 
moveable gearshift knob for 
driving fun.
#161779A

15 Periscope Reach Panel
Periscope moves forward  
and side-to-side for lots of 
different views.
 #161775A 

16 Wobble Pod® Bouncer
Bouncy, wiggly benches 
encourage balance and 
cooperative fun. Great way to 
connect Evos events.

17 Chatter Noodle® Talk Tubes
Kids can experiment with sound 
and talk “long distance” to friends.
#156453A

18 Cycler
Approachable from both sides, 
this accessible cycler lets kids of 
all abilities join in the fun as they 
build upper-body strength.
#156467A

 Image Reach Panel
Blocks turn to letters, numbers 
and designs.
#161780A (not shown)

 Match 3 Reach Panel
 Kids take turns trying to match 
three in a row to win.
 #161776A (not shown)

1

EVOS® AGES 5 to 12
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EVOS® AGES 5 to 12
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Phase 3

As your community grows, connect a third or even fourth Evos playsystem or add more components  

to extend the fun.

Phase 1

Start with a 1-, 2-, 3- or 4-arch Evos® playsystem.

Phase 2

Add another Evos playsystem to extend the fun or to increase capacity.

More ways to add fun.
With Evos®, there’s no limit to the fun you can create. Add phases as your budget allows. 

EVOS® AGES 5 to 12
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Design No. 3445

Color Palette D shown

Vanilla Tangerine DenimDenim

Design No. 3447 
Color Palette I shown

Brown Acorn AcornLeaf

Design No. 1930 
Color Palette G shown

Tangerine Denim DenimLimon

Design No. 3413

Color Palette B shown

Plum Limon LimonTangerine
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Weevos

•	More	than	20	play	
components	create	
endless	configurations.

•	With	appropriate	
surfacing,	all	Weevos®	
play	components	are	
ground-level	accessible.

•	Offers	17	percent	
reduced	carbon	footprint	
compared	to	traditional	
playstructures	for	a	more	
sustainable	option.

Weevos®

Wee Fun
The Weevos® playsystem is designed especially to promote 2- to 5-year-

old growth and development in six key areas: physical, balance, cognitive, 

sensory/motor, emotional/social and language. Toddlers and preschoolers 

can hop up and across the Swiggly Stix® Bridge, climb and use their 

imaginations as they play on the Wee Planet™ Climber, and hide and crawl 

through the Wee Crawl® Tunnel. Sensory panels like the Marble Panel®  

and Bongo and Xylofun Panel® encourage self-expression and let  

creativity run wild. Best of all, Weevos safely lets our littlest explorers  

bee-bop and giggle with just the right amount of wiggle, and clear  

sight lines let supervisors keep their eyes on all the action!
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Weevos® AGES 2 to 5

Create a design that fits your space and your budget.
With so many giggly fun play components and play panels, you can create a Weevos® environment for your littlest 

visitors. Just choose your favorite play components, then your colors. The choice for fun is yours!

Weevos® play events.
Each Weevos playsystem is made of play events specially sized and scaled just right for the grips and strides of kids  

ages 2 to 5. And safety is always a priority, every inch of the way.  

Slides

1  Cozy Coaster® Slide
  The whimsical design hugs kids’  
bodies as they slide while encouraging 
balance, coordination and vestibular 
sensory stimulation.

#164174AB

Climbers

2 Giggle Jiggler® Climber
  Little ones love to balance on this wiggly 
climber while gaining vestibular and 
proprioceptive sensory stimulation.

#164171AC

3 Wee Planet™ Climber
This sturdy climber promotes balance 
and coordination and is great for self-
directed play.

#173573A

4 Wee Pod® Climber
 These little pods are big on  
promoting balance, coordination  
and proprioceptive stimulation.

#164172AD

Bridges

5  Boppity Bridge®

A safely wobbly, not-too-high  
bridge encourages balance  
and coordination.

#164178A

6 Swiggly Stix® Bridge

This fun bridge promotes balance  
and depth perception. The 6", 10"  
and 14" pods secured with cable are 
sturdy on the bottom, wiggly on top.

#173575A

Tunnel

7 Wee Crawl® Tunnel

A cool place to explore or just get  
away from it all.

#173574A

888.438.6574	•	763.972.5200	14
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More Fun
1  Color Splash Panel™
  A great way for kids to get visual input while 

developing dexterity. Encourages cognitive 
development on both sides!

 #177715

2  Rain Sound Wheel Panel™
  A great way for kids to get auditory and visual 

stimulation on both sides while developing 
dexterity. Encourages cognitive development 
and imaginative play.

 #177720A-B

3  Imagination Table™
  This fun play station helps kids develop 

socially and creatively.

 #173582A

4  Marble Panel®

  Brilliant wall of marbles offers a sensory-rich 
visual, auditory and tactile experience.

 #173581A

5  Fun Mirror Panel®

  Rotatable, two-sided concave/convex mirror 
engages peripheral vision and visual tracking.

 #173577A

6 Kaleidospin Panel®

  Rotating prisms and a kid-operated eyepiece 
provide engaging visual stimulation.

 #173580A

7  Optigear Panel®

  A fun way for kids to get visual sensory input.

 #173578A

8  Bongo Panel®

  Our cool bongos create low, resonant tones 
that provide deep auditory stimulation.

 #173584A

9 Xylofun Panel®

   Interactive scale promotes auditory  
stimulation and musical play.

 #173579A

10   Alphamaze and Labyrinth Panel®

  This two-sided panel promotes hand-eye 
coordination along with tactile fun.

 #173576A

     Other two-sided panels not shown:
 Bongo and Xylofun Panel®   #173583A
 Bongo and Alphamaze Panel®   #173715A
 Xylofun and Alphamaze Panel®   #173716A

11  Twirly Bar
  Small athletes can twirl, whirl and practice  

pull-ups. The Twirly Bar promotes 
proprioceptive stimulation.

 #164173A

12 ChitterChatter® Talk Tubes
  Imaginative, social fun created just for  

Weevos®.                         Talk tubes can be added 
independently to any design.

 #164177A

1
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WEEVOS® AGES 2 to 5
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Freestanding Play Events
Pack more play into your playground! Choose from climbers, 

spinners, swings, sensory play stations and more. To view all of 

our freestanding play events, visit playlsi.com. 
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1  OmniSpin® Spinner

  Offers valuable vestibular sensory 
stimulation and encourages  
interactive play.

   #173591A

2  Flywheel™ Spinner

  This multi-user spinner invites 
kids to hang on and play together, 
providing lots of social interaction, 
along with vestibular stimulation. 

#164174AB

3 Oodle® Swing

Provides an interactive swinging 
adventure for oodles of kids. 
Comfortably seats four to six 
children at once and offers a 
mobility device transfer point.

#173592A

4 Eclipse® Net Climber

 An exclusive Landscape Structures 
design, this is a great addition  
to your playground and  
can accommodate up to  
eight Aeronet® seats. 

#173753A

5 We-saw™

  This seesaw invites kids and 
families of all ages and abilities to 
participate in the fun, providing 
opportunities for collaborative  
play and teamwork. 

#186490A 

6  Stand-Up Spinner

    Helps kids learn about centrifugal 
force as they use their body 
weight to spin and develop better 
depth perception and balance.  

#164174A

7 Bobble Rider™

  Provides tons of springy,  
wobbly, bobbly action for  
one or more kids. 

#164074A Single 
#164075A Double

1

2

new

Patent pending

888.438.6574	•	763.972.5200	18
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Site Furnishings
The modern style of our Designer Site Furnishing 

Collection is the ideal complement to the Evos® and 

Weevos® playsystems. The eye-catching arched 

shape of the play structures are replicated in the 

shape and detail of these site furnishings. Choose 

colors to match your playstructure.

Arches Bench

• Pipe available in any ProShield® color
• Bench available in your choice of any 2-color Permalene®

• Direct bury or  surface mount
• 17" H x 70" L
• #185915A

888.438.6574	•	763.972.5200	20
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Arches Recycling Receptacle and Arches Litter Receptacle

•  Laser-cut steel barrel in your choice of ProShield color
•  Lid in your choice of 2-color Permalene
• Lid attached with cable
• 32-gallon liner
• #186587A  Recycling
• #186586A  Litter

Arches Bike Rack

•  Available in any  ProShield color
• #185654A  Single (three singles shown here)
• #185653A  Triple (shown in large photo above)

playlsi.com 21



CoolToppers® Shade Systems

• Keeps kids cool while they play

• Blocks up to 90 percent of harmful UV rays

• Keeps playground temperatures up to 30-degrees cooler

• Available in a variety of sizes and configurations

• Choose from seven vibrant colors

Shade and Surfacing

PebbleFlex® Safety Surfacing

• Provides enhanced safety and durability

•  Incorporate custom graphics and logos to 
personalize your play area

•  Available in five standard color blends

e

e
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Big-time fun, small  
environmental impact.
Landscape Structures believes that honoring the 

environment is one of the best things we can do 

for children. That’s why we designed the 

Evos and Weevos playsystems 

to minimize our manufacturing 

impact on the environment. 

The result? Up to 30 percent 

smaller carbon footprint than 

traditional playstructures for 

Evos and Weevos. Plus, they 

are made of recycled material 

including post-consumer 

recycled material, and are  

100 percent recyclable. 

Welcome/Safety Sign
Greet playground visitors with a helpful 

Welcome Sign, free with purchase of any 

qualifying Landscape Structures playsystem. 

Our signs prominently display 

age-appropriate safety 

information for kids 

and their supervisors, 

enhancing the value 

of your purchase. 

Purchase additional 

signs for multiple  

entry points or to 

personalize your  

play area. 

Steel-reinforced cables  
Made of tightly woven, polyester-wrapped, six-stranded galvanized-steel 

cable. These abrasion-resistant, color-stable cables are extremely durable and 

vandal resistant. Powered by Berliner Seilfabrik, one of the most experienced 

manufacturers of steel cables in the world, with a global reputation for  

top quality since 1865.

Cable connectors 
Count on these durable, cast-aluminum connectors to keep kids safe as they 

climb, bounce, tug and swing. Connectors have been tested to a minimum  

weight of 3,500 pounds each.

Galvanized-steel arches 
These hefty, corrosion-resistant arches are incredibly strong and durable.  

Our unique ProShield® finish ensures that they’ll stay great- looking for  

years to come.

Cast-aluminum ball connectors 
Our two-piece cast-aluminum ball connectors house an innovative and versatile 

ball-and-socket clamping system designed especially for the Evos® and Weevos® 

playsystems. They provide a minimum of 6,500 pounds of clamping strength to 

hold each solid-steel ball and 2-3⁄8"-steel supporting arch in place at any angle.

Warranty 

Landscape Structures offers the most comprehensive long-term warranty in the industry.

100-year limited warranty: on all Evos and Weevos steel posts and arches against structural failure due to  

material or manufacturing defects.

15-year limited warranty: on all plastic and steel components against structural failure due to material or 

manufacturing defects.

8-year limited warranty: on climbing cables against defects in materials or manufacturing.

23



Better playgrounds.  
Better world.®

Since 1971, Landscape Structures 

has been committed to enhancing 

children’s lives by fostering and 

creating inspiring play experiences 

while honoring the environment. 

We create innovative playground 

equipment to inspire children to 

grow strong bodies and minds so 

their futures remain bright. And to 

further ensure a better tomorrow, 

we are sensitive to the environment 

through manufacturing practices 

that minimize our impact on the 

earth. Our goal from day one has 

been to foster healthy children 

playing in healthy communities 

year after year, generation  

after generation.

____________________________

Landscape Structures Inc. 

601  7th Street South

Delano, MN 55328-8605

763.972.5200 

888.438.6574

playlsi.com

©2013 Landscape Structures Inc.  
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